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Abstract: Now a days there is an increase in travel demand among people and a decline in sharing of public transport which 
led to reliance on own motor vehicles which in turn lead to increased travel delays and increased incidence of road accidents. 
This paper presents an intelligent obstacle and over speeding sensor to minimize the dashing of two wheelers in roadways. It 
proposes a model of an intelligent sensor which detects an obstacle nearing the automobile. It responds to the obstacles like 
other vehicles, dividers, curve in the hill roads, etc., with the proximity less than two meters. The proposed model consists of 
intelligent comparator which compares the speed limit received from the speedometer of the vehicle and in turn activates the 
Ultra Sonic obstacle sensor. This obstacle sensor detects the obstacles and then intimates the driver through indicators like 
audio alarm and warning display to alert the driver to reduce the speed of the automobile to prevent dashing and to avoid 
further accidents.  This proposed intelligent obstacle sensor may reduce the rate of accidents happening in the roadways with 
the over-speeding automobiles to 50%. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
     Nearly 25% of pedestrian and bicycle accidents of 
developed countries occur on rural highways than in 
metropolitan highways. There are various factors for 
these accidents such as road curve, vehicle type, over 
speeding, less lighting on roads, etc. While 
considering developing countries like India, due to 
growth in urbanization and conversion of rural areas 
to urban areas led to increased number of accidents. 
India’s motor vehicle accounts for only 1% of the 
world but India’s accidents accounts for 6% of the 
world which has to be reduced immediately. This 
paper proposes sensor based methodology to reduce 
the accidents caused by dashing of motor vehicle and 
in turn alert the motorist about the nearing obstacles 
and there by safeguarding the motorist life.   
 
II. EXISTING MODEL 
 
A sensor is an electronic device that receives some 
environmental inputs and converts it into signals 
which could read by an observer or by an instrument 
[10] 
 
A. Types of Sensors 
The various types of sensor used in automobiles are 
i)Lane sensing sensor, ii) Parking sensor, iii) Surface 
sensor, iv) Magnetic sensor. 
 
Video Image Processing Sensor 
       A Video Image processor is a blend of hardware 
and software which gets its information from an 
imaging sensor attached to the vehicle. The sensor 
can be a usual T.V camera or Infra red camera to 
capture the image. 
 
Lane Sensing Sensor 

 
       A camera based sensor is kept on the rear view 
mirror which helps in monitoring lane line is used. If 
the automobile cross the lane line without turn signal 
it alerts the driver through a shake in steering wheel 
or an audible warning. 
Parking Sensor 
       Parking Sensor will detect all existing magnetic 
waves that are likely to interact with other objects as 
soon as the driver employs the reverse gear and thus 
the driver is alerted and he could able to find out the 
exact distance between his cars and other obstacles. 
 
Thus it has been identified all the obstacle detection 
sensors are used in automobiles like cars, trucks, etc. 
 
III. PROPOSED MODEL 
 
This paper deals with an intelligent approach to the 
obstacle detection in motor cycles using ultrasonic 
sensors to avoid dashing. While driving the 
motorcycle, the speedometer starts to deflect and the 
information is given to comparator which checks for 
speed range. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the 
Intelligent Ultra Sonic Obstacle Detector.  
 

                
Figure 1:   An Intelligent Ultra Sonic Obstacle Sensor 

If the speed ranges above 25kmph the obstacle sensor 
will be activated and if the speed increased further to 
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65kmph then the over speeding sensor is also 
activated. The driver is alerted by the above sensors 
to avoid dashing with nearing obstacles and once if 
the speed is reduced to 25kmph then these sensors 
gets deactivated. The sensor detects the obstacles in 
all the directions and gives warning to the driver 
through a color change and audio alarm. By using 
Ultra Sonic Sensor the problem of overlapped beam 
pattern is overcome which is the major problem with 
other sensors [8]. The three major concepts used here 
are (i) Collision free region (ii) Operative beam width 
(iii) Obstacle recognition 
B. Collision Free Region 
       For obstacle detection the distance of the obstacle 
need to be measured with revere to the vertex of the 
sensor ring of an ultrasonic sensor and hence to 
measure the positional uncertainty, the concept of 
collision free region is used [1][9]. On considering 
the figure 2 let the obstacle be at the position P from 
the vertex of the sensor S which is on the nonzero 
radius r having its centre as O and L, C, R represents 
the left limit, centerline and right limit of the sensing 
region. Due to positional ambiguity the obstacle 
should be within the L, C, R region with S as centre 
and 푃  as radius 
                               푃 = 푆퐶                                (1) 
Let 푃 be the distance of the obstacle from the point 
O. Then                                     
                         푃 ≤ 푃 ≤ 푃                              (2) 
                          푃 = 푂푅                                     (3) 
                         푃 = 푂퐶                                      (4)    
It is important to measure the obstacle position from 
conformist point, so considering the worst case the 
obstacle distance should be small 
                        푃 = 푂푅  (5) 
 Determine the angle range free from collisions and 
therefore the collision free angle range is found as                                
                       훼 = ∆퐿푂푅                              (6) 
From equations (5) and (6) we can infer the collision 
free region which can be defined as the intersection 
of the circle with radius 푃  given by (5) with its 
centre as O, and the cone     of angle 훼  given by (6) 
with centre line 푂퐶 

 
        

Figure 2: Collision Free Region 
D.  Operative Beam Width 

     Due to beam overlap of the ultrasonic sensor ring 
the entire sensing region can be divided into three sub 
regions. Owing to practical size all the sensors should 
be placed on the nonzero radius. As a result the three 
sub regions are used to change based on the obstacle 
distance. Consider three sensors 푆 ,푆 , 푆  which 
consist of N sensors of beam width α at regular 
intervals of β placed on the nonzero radius r. From 
the figure 3  푂푆 = 푟, ∆퐶푆퐷 =   and ∆푆푂퐷 =   with 

 훽 = . Due to nonzero radius there will be a dead 
angle region in which the obstacle cannot be detected. 
Taking that into consideration  
                      푀퐼푁 ≤ 푃 ≤ 푀퐴푋     (7) 
 

 
Figure 3: Operative Beam Width 

 
   Here MIN is the minimum distance from the 
obstacle to the point D and MAX is the maximum 
distance from the obstacle to the point E from the 
centre O. Let L, E, R denote the left beam limit, 
centre, right beam limit G and F also denotes the 
intersecting points of the circle centered at O[2]. 
Therefore the effective beam width with reference to 
the centre O is 
        훼 = 푚푎푥(푅푂퐹,퐹푂퐺)           (8) 
Here 푅푂퐹(= 퐿푂퐹) denotes right and left sub regions 
and 퐹푂퐺 represents the centre sub region. Since all 
the sensors are arranged on the nonzero radius at 
regular gaps we have 
             ≤ 훼 ≤ 훼                            (9) 
Where 
             훼 = 퐿푂푅 < 훼                        (10) 
These equations represent the operative beam width 
of the ultrasonic sensor. 
 
C. E. Obstacle Recogonization 
       In obstacle detection let us consider three sensors 
푆  , 푆 and 푆  detecting three obstacles  푃  ,푃  and 푃  
which has to be detected by the sensors. At a time a 
sensor can detect only one obstacle that is closer to it. 
The diagram represents three obstacles lying within 
the sensing zone [2].  Make a note that the closest 
obstacles 푃  & 푃 , 푃 & 푃  can be same for which the 
obstacle is present in the in the intersection region of 
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the sensing zone but all three obstacles cannot be 
identical concurrently[7]. On comparing the obstacle 
distance to 푃  by the centre ultrasonic sensor 푆  with 
two other sensor distances 푃  and 푃  by the left and 
right ultrasonic sensors 푆  and 푆   the following 
conclusions can be done. If the centre obstacle 
distance 푃  is less than the other two distances then 
the obstacle 푃  is present in sub region II (a). If the 
centre obstacle distance is greater than or equal to the 
minimum value of the other two distance but it 
should be lower than the  

 
Figure 4: Obstacle Recogonization 

 
Maximum value of the two then the obstacle is 
present in the union of the centre and right sensing 
sub regions II U III (b) or the union of left and centre 
sub region I U II(c). If the centre obstacle distance is 
greater than the maximum value then the obstacle is 
present in the union of three regions I U II U III (d).  
 
IV. WORKING OF SENSOR 
 
                For any sensor, resolution is important key 
factor and here to sense the closer obstacles we are 
using spatial resolution which is used to assess the 
sensor’s capability to image (record) closely spaced 
obstacles so that they can appear as clear separate 
objects[3]. For example: a sensor with 1m spatial 
resolution can make better particulars of the obstacles 
compared to a sensor with 10m resolution which is 
necessary for our intelligent obstacle sensor. Once the 
obstacle is being detected the sensor it will send the 
information to the driver by a voice alert and color 
change attached to the speedometer. This sensor will 
be working once the speed is above 25kmph. For 
proper detection of obstacles there should be at least 
7 sensors to cover 360 degree.  For more accurate 
obstacle detection twelve sensors has been 
incorporated in the comparator box as three sensors in 
all four direction 

 
Figure 5: Model Diagram 

 
            There is another sensor which gets activated 
once the speed is above 80kmph which is called as 
over speeding sensor which senses the obstacles back 
and forth for a range of 25 to 30 metres. These two 
sensors are kept inside a box called comparator box 
which gets the information from the speedometer 
compares the speed and activates the sensor [11]. 
 
V. ACCIDENT ANALYSIS 
 
              The report analysis identifies nearly 1.2 
million people are losing their lives in the world due 
to accidents and 50 million people are getting injured 
due to accidents[5]. Nearly 3,400 people are trailing 
their lives in the world per day [6]. The table 1 
provides pictorial statistics of total number of 
accidents occurring in India.       

Table 1: Statistical data of Accidents 
  The graph drawn for the above data set is given in 
the figure 6. As analysis of accidents over a period of 
five years. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Accident Analysis 
To focus the analysis with any one of the metro city, 
Chennai’s analysis is presented as part of the survey. 
Chennai is the fourth largest city in India having an 
area of 1189 sq.km and 82.6 lakhs of population. 
According to Chennai Comprehensive Transport 
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2007 12,000 47,100 59,100 
2008 11,800 48,500 60,300 
2009 12,700 48,000 60,700 
2010 14,200 50,800 65,000 
2011 15,300 55,300 65,600 
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Study (CCTS) by 2026 the total population in 
Chennai city would be 12.6 million and there will be 
17.3 million daily trips. Own vehicles account for 
31% of daily trips. This analysis signifies that the 
pedestrians, two wheelers and car account for 73% of 
total accidents taking place in the city.  The above 
statistics may likely to increase by 64% in the next 20 
years. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
      Hence the proposed intelligent obstacle sensor 
and over speeding sensor may works effectively in 
motorcycle with obstacle detection and alerts the 
motorist while driving. By using an Ultra sonic 
sensor the issue of overlapping beam pattern has been 
resolved .This sensor has various advantages like i) it 
can withstand all the climatic conditions, ii) it precise 
ranging helps to calculate the obstacle distance 
continuously iii) it gives more accurate data etc., 
Thus these ultra sonic sensors help the motorist to 
overcome the obstacles effectively and thereby avoid 
dashing and this may result in reduction of accidents 
due to dashing of motorcycle by 50% and may save 
the motorist life. 
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